learning from examples. Throughout his life, he was a passionate advocate of a probabilistic approach to AI.
In the late 1950s, Ray invented probabilistic languages, which led him to his breakthrough discovery in 1960 of algorithmic probability.
His general theory of induction begins with a crucial theorem that he first published in 1960 as part of his invention of algorithmic probability. The theorem states that among algorithms that decode strings from their descriptions (codes), there exists an optimal one. This algorithm, for all strings, allows codes as short as allowed by any other algorithm up to an additive constant that depends on the algorithms, but not on the strings themselves. Ray used this algorithm, and the code lengths it allows, to define a string's ʹuniversal probabilityʹ on which inductive inference of a string's subsequent digits can be based.
This theorem was rediscovered a few years later by the great Russian mathematician Andrei Kolmogorov -who then acknowledged Ray's priority for what is usually called "Kolmogorov Complexity."
In their book on Kolmogorov Complexity, Ming Li and Paul Vitanyi say -We will associate Solomonoff's name with the universal distribution and Kolmogorov's name with the descriptional complexity‖ and this is now commonly accepted. Usually now the whole field is called Kolmogorov Complexity, which Ray never minded, as he did not seek fame.
By 1969, when I first met Ray, he had written several other papers and Minsky had discussed his work, but his ideas were not well understood. It was hard to explain algorithmic probability.
When Ray told me what he was doing I did not know what he was talking about either, but I wrote poetry, and his multiple theories and multiple descriptions seemed similar to the metaphors and descriptions of poetry. A metaphor is an alternate description of something; it helps you see in a different way. The goal is to make the subject of the poem meaningful or beautiful -it seemed like Ray was inventing a mathematical analog to poetry. It felt like we were on some kind of similar adventure. Even though our professional goals were different, we shared many interests, thoughts and feelings.
At that time, I was not the only one who did not know what Ray was talking about. Ray gave a lecture to mathematician friends at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Philip Morrison said to him: -I understood all of your words. I understood all of the phrases. I even understood all of the sentences but I still do not know what you were talking about.‖
We had an apartment in Harvard Square then, which we kept through the 90s. Harvard Square was where you met everybody as you schlepped around with your backpack. Many of our friends were flower children and science fiction fans. A friend reminisced about meeting him and knowing him: I got to talking with him and was impressed by his intelligence and the broad-ranging scope of his mind. After that we became friends. Among the highlights of our palling around together back then  going to a counterculture party with Ray, where we met the head witch of England, a crafty old lady (Ray was well-connected in the counterculture community);  trying to smoke (or eat?) some banana skins that Ray had dried in his oven, because Ray had heard that they would give a psychedelic experience. They didn't ;  going to Cape Cod on a double date -learning that beer was a good accompaniment to lobster;  calling Ray at any hour of the day or night because you never knew when he would be awake (periodically he went on a 25 hour day, waking an hour later each day);  walking gingerly through his Harvard Square apartment to a room populated entirely by piles of books, stacked to the ceiling, avoiding the parts of old cast-off TV sets and other machines on the way;  going into a cafe on Harvard Square and convincing the fortune teller there (who used Tarot cards) that we had psychic powers. Ray's droll contribution: -You are going to go on a long trip.‖ Her final words: -I just go by the cards, but you have real powers.‖ In the 70s, computers were becoming more a part of people's lives. But before small computers were commonly available, Ray made a hand held computer, hand-wiring all the parts; the motherboard looked like a beautiful woven tapestry.
In 1975, Ray published his theorem on the convergence of algorithmic probability to the correct values, and, though he had done this in 1968, he published the proof in 1978. By now, more researchers, like Peter Gacs and Leonid Levin, were working on Information Theory.
At that time Leonid came to Boston. Ray had been very worried about Leonid because of his precarious position in Russia. Ray wrote -in 1978 I was much relieved to receive a phone call from Levin; he was safe and sound at MIT with lots of amazing stories to tell about his adventures. He had, indeed, indulged in "political incorrectness", and it was only through the influence of Kolmogorov that he was able to get out of the country unscathed.‖ Even in the 80s, probability was controversial in AI; the dominant researchers used logic-based methods; deterministic expert systems were the popular products of AI. Many scientists felt uncertainty just would not work in this field, but some researchers did think probabilistic methods could be used. The turning point, at least in the US, was in 1985.
Eric Horvitz, a former president of the Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI) writes -I and Ray attended the first workshop on Uncertainty in AI (UAI) in 1985. The workshop was, in part, organized in the context of growing interest in probability, and representations in uncertainty more broadly, amidst a community of AI researchers which was dominated by logicbased methods and sense that numerical approaches to uncertainty were a throwback to earlier times and just didn't work -among other assertions. I believe the topic of probability and AI as discussed at a panel at AAAI in 1984, and this discussion led to the sense that we'd have to form a separate meeting of like minded folks. This workshop has continued ever since, and is widely considered to be the starting point that led to a revolution in mainstream AI. It is now the annual Conference in UAI, hosted by AAAI.
I remember that workshop, and the excitement. I vaguely remember a party at Peter Cheeseman's and visiting with Judea Pearl.
Ray inspired many people, especially young people. Our nephew Alex came quite a few times for long visits from Cleveland. He says -There was nothing like this for me in Cleveland. Ray talked about mathematics in a way that made it exciting.‖ Ray influenced him to continue in mathematics, and we have remained close to Alex ever since.
Ray spent the rest of his life discovering, proving theorems, refining and enlarging his General Theory of Inductive Inference, with the goal of having machines that could solve hard problems. He stressed that machine intelligence did not need to emulate human intelligence, and probably that it would not.
He wrote about the problem of incomputability: his quotable quote: -Incomputability -it's not a bug, it's a feature!‖ He showed how to combine different prediction models, so that different systems could be combined in one unified prediction system. Ray had a rough method of search based on the number of computer operations and code probability, but then used a variant of Levin's search procedure for the machine's search through the distribution of theories. He wrote about how other types of data than sequences could be used. In 2008, he gave a proof for the extension of the convergence theorem for unordered sets of finite strings and unordered sets of question answer pairs.
During most of his life, Ray worked independently, developing his theories without academic or industrial support. Paul Vitanyi notes -it is unusual to find a productive major scientist that is not regularly employed at all.‖ However, he would meet frequently with Minsky, Shannon, and others at MIT, and with other researchers throughout the world. We went to many countries and conferences, meeting amazing and dedicated people. A few examples: Saarland University In Saarbruecken, Germany, where Wolfgang Paul invited Ray to do research in 1990-1991; a conference in Australia in 1996 -after it the indefatigable David Dowe drove us many miles along the Great Ocean Road and we explored the ancient and beautiful rainforest there. Later we stayed with Paul Vitanyi, who traveled with us by bus and car, and then we visited other areas. When Ray was a little boy, he thought about being a naturalist; Dr. Doolittle was one of his favorite books. How could he not be entranced by seeing cassowarys?; being visiting professor at the Dalle Molle Institute for Artificial Intelligence in Lugano, Switzerland, run by Jürgen Schmidhuber. The researchers at that institute were so cohesive. We had community meals -memorable spaghetti meals with coffee from their super espresso machine; in 1998 visiting the dynamic Computer Research Learning Center in England, which Alex Gammerman had just founded. Later, Ray gave the first Kolmogorov lecture there, receiving the Kolmogorov Award. Ray was a visiting professor there until his death.
Ray was happy when AGI08 occurred; at last there was a conference focused on Artificial General Intelligence. Eric Horvitz notes Ray -advocated the probabilistic approach to machine intelligence at the first meeting on AI in 1956, continued to push on this dream for decades when such a view was controversial, and lived to see a renaissance in systems that learn and reason under uncertainty, relying on representations of probability -a perspective that is now at the foundation of modern AI research.‖ Leonid Levin wrote that Ray -had a very powerful and general approach. In the future, his ideas will have more influence.‖ In his last paper, for AGI10, Ray discussed what he called "The Guiding Probability Distribution" -a nice updating method -and a name that seems to me like something that was guiding him too.
But of all his productive life, his greatest invention is algorithmic probability and his general theory of inductive inference.
